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In this contribution, the latest measurements on soft particle production in ion and pp collisions
made by the LHCb experiment are reported. The proceeding addresses antiproton production
in pHe collisions, the measurement of Bose-Einstein correlations of same-charged pions in pp
collisions and the latest advances with prompt photon production in pPb at LHCb. All these
measurements cover a wide range of physics cases, opening new horizons in heavy-ion physics at
LHCb.
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1. Introduction

2. Antiproton production in pHe collisions at

√
sNN = 110.5 GeV

PAMELA and AMS have determined the ratio antiproton/proton in cosmic rays with great
precision, showing some hints on an excess with respect to the predictions at particle energies
of the order of 100 GeV [3, 4]. The measurement is known to be a sensitive indirect probe for
exotic astrophysical sources of antimatter. In order to clarify the situation, the uncertainties of the
theoretical prediction must be reduced, which can be accomplished by increasing the precision of
the antiproton production cross-section in interactions of cosmic rays with the interstellar medium.
In particular, an important contribution to the uncertainty comes from proton-helium scattering, for
which there was no direct measurement at the moment.
Motivated by this experimental situation, LHCb performed a measurement of the antiproton
√
cross-section in pHe at sNN = 110.5 GeV using data acquired in 2016 in its fixed-target configuration [5].1 In this analysis, the cross-section of antiprotons is determined in bins of (p, pT ).

Figure 1: Diagram showing the different fixed-target configurations in which LHCb has acquired
data up to date.
1 The

paper was not published at the time of the conference
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The LHCb detector is a forward spectrometer located at the LHC covering the acceptance
range in pseudo-rapidity of 2 < η < 5. It is instrumented with a vertex locator (VELO), a tracking
system with excellent pT resolution, two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors (RICH) that provide
excellent charged hadron identification, calorimetry and a muon system [1]. The detector was designed for heavy-flavour measurements oriented towards searches of physics beyond the Standard
Model as well as precision tests of the Standard Model. However, LHCb joined the LHC heavy-ion
physics program, and since then its capabilities in this scenario have been explored. In particular,
LHCb can operate in two different configurations: fixed-target mode and collider mode, covering
a wide range of physics cases.
In its fixed-target configuration, LHCb becomes a fixed-target experiment by exploiting its forward geometry. The target is provided by injecting an inert gas in the LHC beam line at the LHCb
interaction point [2]. Since 2015, data have been acquired in a variety of set-ups with energies in
the nucleon-nucleon centre-of-mass system of 68.6 GeV, 86.6 GeV and 110.5 GeV (see figure 1).
With regard to the collider mode, LHCb completed several data-taking campaigns of proton-lead
√
collisions (at sNN = 5.02 TeV in 2013 with 1.6 nb−1 and 8.16 TeV in 2016 with 34 nb−1 ) and
√
lead-lead collisions ( sNN = 5.02 TeV in 2015 with 10 µb−1 ).
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Figure 2: Antiproton production cross-section as a function of momentum, integrated over various
pT regions. The data points are compared with predictions from theoretical models. The uncertainties on the data points are uncorrelated only, while the shaded area indicates the correlated
uncertainty [5].
Negatively charged particles were selected and antiprotons were discriminated from pions and
kaons thanks to the excellent particle identification capabilities of the detector. Due to the lack of a
precise measurement of the injected gas pressure, the luminosity was determined indirectly using
the yield of electrons from elastic scattering of the proton beam. The key aspects of this procedure
are the well known cross-section of the process and the possibility to isolate precisely this kind of
events. Additionally, the background for non-prompt antiprotons and from interactions with the
residual gas in the cavity was also considered and corrected.
Results for the double-differential antiproton cross-section are shown in figure 2, and are compared with the predictions from different simulation models: EPOS-LHC [6], EPOS 1.99 [7], HIJING 1.38 [8], PYTHIA 6.4 [9], QGSJETII-04 [10] and its low-energy extension QGSJETII-04m.
The systematic uncertainties are smaller than 10 % for most kinematic bins. The total yield of pHe
inelastic collisions which are visible in LHCb is determined from the yield of reconstructed primary
vertices and is found to be compatible with EPOS-LHC: σLHCb /σEPOS−LHC = 1.08 ± 0.07 ± 0.03,
where the first uncertainty is due to the luminosity and the second to the primary vertex (PV) reconstruction efficiency. This result indicates that the significant excess of antiproton production
over the EPOS-LHC prediction seen in figure 2 is mostly due to the antiproton multiplicity.

3. Bose-Einstein correlations of same-sign charged pions in pp at

√
s = 7 TeV

The LHCb experiment has measured Bose-Einstein correlations (BEC) in pairs of same-sign
√
pions from pp collisions at s = 7 TeV as a function of charged particle multiplicity [11]. This
effect can be used to study multiparticle production within the process of hadronisation [12]. In
2
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Activity class
Low
Medium
High

R [fm] ± stat ± sys
1.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.10
1.48 ± 0.02 ± 0.17
1.80 ± 0.03 ± 0.16
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λ ± stat ± sys
0.72 ± 0.01 ± 0.05
0.63 ± 0.01 ± 0.05
0.57 ± 0.01 ± 0.03

Table 1: Results of fits to the double ratio rd (Q) for the three different activity classes, using the
Levy parametrization. Statistical and systematic uncertainties are given separately.
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Figure 3: Multiplicity of reconstructed VELO tracks assigned to a PV. Different colours indicate
three activity classes defined as fractions of the full distribution: red, from 5 to 10 tracks (low
activity class); yellow, from 11 to 20 tracks (medium activity); blue, ≥ 21 tracks (high activity)
[11].
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particular, it allows to constrain the spatio-temporal characteristics of the particle emission patterns
depending on the final-state particle multiplicity. The measurement constitutes the first of its kind
at forward rapidities.
p
SAME
,
where
Q
=
The observable is the correlation function: C2 (Q) = N(Q)
−(q1 − q2 )2 is the
REF
N(Q)
absolute value of the four-momentum difference between pairs of same-charged pions and gives
a measure of their phase-space separation. Here, N(Q)SAME is the distribution extracted from
pairs of signal particles, while N(Q)REF is a reference data-driven sample. The signal pairs are
defined as same-charged pions coming from the same PV. The reference sample is constructed
with pairs of pions from different events, removing the BEC effect but maintaining other types of
correlations. The study is performed using a double ratio rd (Q) of the correlation function in data
and the same function in a simulated sample where BEC effect has been switched off to correct
for imperfections in the reference sample. Coulomb interaction between final-state pions is not
included in the simulation, so the Gamov penetration factor is introduced in data for correction
[13].
Events are classified in multiplicity classes based on the number of tracks in the VELO, which
is a good measure of charged-particle multiplicity Nch (see figure 3). The correlation function is
parametrized following Levy [14] as C2 (Q) = N(1 ± λ e−RQ ) · (1 + δ Q), where λ is the chaoticity
or partial incoherence of the source, R is the correlation radius or size of the emission volume and
δ parametrizes long range correlations. The double ratio for each multiplicity class is fitted to this
parametrization.
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The fits to each multiplicity classes are shown in figure 4, while the best values for R and λ are
shown in table 1. It is observed how the size of the emission source grows for higher multiplicity
while chaoticity decreases. The same trend is observed at midrapidity at other LHC experiments
[15, 16, 17]. The leading source of systematic uncertainty is due to differences in the event generators used to determine the double ratio and pile-up effects. Possible extensions to this study are
double-differential studies and measurements in more complex systems such as pPb collisions.

4. Prompt photon production in pPb at

√
sNN = 8.16 TeV

Photons in pPb collisions can either be produced in hadronic decays or at the early stage of the
collision. The later ones (called prompt or direct photons) are of great interest as they give direct
sensitivity to the gluon parton distribution functions allowing to search for gluon saturation at low
Bjorken-x at forward rapidity. The LHCb acceptance allows to probe the region with x < 10−5
by measuring low-pT photons in pPb collisions. In this section, the progress on this study is
summarized, as presented in the 27th International Conference on Ultrarelativistic Nucleus-Nucleus
Collisions (Quark Matter 2018).
The LHCb strategy consists on finding the fraction of direct photons through measuring pho0

(γ inc /γ π )Data
,
0
(γ dec /γ π )MC
0
decays, and γ π

tons from hadronic decays. The results are given in term of a double ratio: Rγ =

where γ inc is the inclusive photon yield, γ dec is the yield of photons from hadron
is the yield of photons from π 0 decays. Excesses over unity would indicate the presence of direct
photons. Note that the ALICE collaboration has measured direct photon production at low pT in
√
s = 8 and 2.76 TeV pp collisions finding no significant direct photons signal [18].
√
The analysis is being conducted on the sNN = 8.16 TeV pPb dataset acquired in 2016. Photons are reconstructed in the e+ e− conversion channel, which offers better momentum resolution
than photons directly reconstructed in the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). The reconstructed
photon fiducial region is limited to 2.5 < η < 4.0 to avoid detector edge effects. The reconstructed
converted photons yields are shown in figure 5. These converted photons are combined with reconstructed photons in the ECAL clusters to reconstruct π 0 candidates, and a mass fit is used to
extract the π 0 yield, as shown in figure 6. Differences in the efficiency of the ECAL between data
and simulation must be taken into account, as well as the differences between the fraction of decay
photons from π 0 decays in simulation and data.
4
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Figure 4: Results of the fit to the double ratio for like-sign pion pairs with event-mixed reference
samples and the Coulomb effect subtracted for the three activity classes: (a) low, (b) medium and
(c) high activity. Only statistical uncertainties are shown [11].
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is shown as a lightly shaded region. An additional background component resulting from the
combination of a converted photon with a bremsstrahlung photon emitted by one of its daughters
is shown as a darkly shaded region.

5. Conclusions and prospects

A diversity of measurements related to soft-particle production in heavy-ion physics at LHCb
have been reported, exemplifying the expansion of the heavy-ion physics program at LHCb. With
regard to antiproton production in pHe collisions, it constitutes a unique measurement with valuable inputs for the cosmic ray community, and it is the first measurement with LHCb operating in
its fixed-target configuration. The measurement of the Bose-Einstein correlations in pp allowed to
confirm the results from other experiments at forward rapidity, and opened a door to further studies
in pPb collisions. Finally, prompt photon production at LHCb is showing promising progress and
giving expectations on shedding more light on the gluon saturation panorama. These results show
how the LHCb potential in heavy-ion physics is yet to be fully exploited.
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